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Abstract

After summarizing a set of theoretical results
on decentralized nonlinear and adaptive con
trol schemes for robot arm tracking proposed in
[Liu, 1997] and [Liu, 1999], this paper presents
some experimental results obtained by running
the schemes on a real robot. The results verified
the effectiveness of the schemes by showing the
superior robustness and tracking performance.

1 Introduction

For tracking control of robot manipulators, although
many excellent centralized control algorithms, (see
[Craig, 1988] and [Slotine and Li, 1987] for example),
have been developed, the majority of the robot systems
are still controlled by simple linear decentralized con
trols such as PD and PID schemes due to the simplicity
of algorithms and controller structures. Thus, to develop
advanced centralized control algorithms has been a chal
lenging task for last twenty years.

Even though the decentralized control for linear and
linear dominant systems have been well developed (see,
e.g., [Sezer and Siljak, 1981], [Siljak, 1978], [Ioannou,
1986], [Gavel and Hsia, 1987] and [Shi and Singh, 1992]
for references), the decentralized control for nonlinear
systems is still a premature area. In the case of robot
tracking, the major difficult is caused by the nonlinear
couplings and quadratic nonlinearity in the dynamics.
The early efforts on robot decentralized adaptive control
have been reported in (Seraji, 1988], [Gavel and Hsia,
1987], [Fu and Fu, 1988] and [Khorrami and Ozguner,
1988]. However, they suffered from various drawbacks
such as undesirable interconnection structure which in
volves control actions [Gavel and Hsia, 1987], very large
controller gains (Fu and Fu, 1988] or restriction on mo
tion velocity [Seraji, 1989]. All approaches resulted in
local stability of tracking errors. .

In our recent work [Liu, 1997] and [Liu, 1999], the
decentralized control has been studied using passivity
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property of robot systems. The local ultimate stability
conditions of PD control was obtained using either the
Lyapnonv analysis [Liu, 1999] or input-output analysis
[Liu, 1998]. It showed that the stability condition on
the PD gain can be interpreted as a nonlinear version
of small gain theorem [Desoer and Vidyasagar, 1975].
By reasoning that the local stability was caused by the
quadratic nonlinearity inherited from the centrifugal and
Coriolis force, a cubic feedback was added to PD control,
which improved the local stability ofPD control to global
stability. Furthermore, applying the linear-in-parameter
property of robots' equations of motion, an additional
adaptive control was introduced to reduce the tracking
errors. The simulation study verified the effectiveness of
the algorithms.

After giving a summary on our theoretical results,
this paper presents the experimental outcome obtained
recently by running our algorithms on a PUMA 560
robot. To explore the effects of the quadratic nonlin
eary of robot arm, rather fast reference trajectories and
rather slow sampling rate were used. The results showed
that compared with traditional PD control, the nonlin
ear control and adaptive control proposed could improve
system's robustness and reduce the tracking error up to
45% in our test-bed.

2 Motion Equations

We consider the equations of motion of rigid robot arms
with n DOFs:

D(q)ii + h(q, q) + g(q) = T - I(q). (1)

In (1), q = q(t) E ~n is the robot arm joint an
gle vector; r E 3rn , the input torque vector; D(q) =
DT (q) E ~nxn, the positive definite inertia matrix;
h(q, q) = (In ® qT)Hv(q)q = Hm(q, lj)q E ~n, where
Hv(q) = [HT(q) .. ·HJ(q)]T is an n 2 X n matrix, .the
centrifugal and Coriolis torque; g(q) E ~n, the gravity
torque; and f(q) E 3rn , the friction torque, which con
sists of viscous, Coulomb and stiction frictions and is



where II · IIToo is the truncated L oo norm and{31, (32 and
{33 > 0 are some constants given by

(9)

(10)

where

then the tracking erro~ r converges to a residual set

1
51 = 2nf33 {(kmin - nf32) - V(kmin - nf32)2 - 4n2f31f33}

(12)
1

52 = 2nf33 {(k",in - nf32) + V(kmin - nf32)2 - 4n2f31f33}

(13)
kmin == miniEn{ki}, and f31, (32 and (33 are given by (7).
Proof' See [Liu, 1997].

.Theorem 1 can be proven. using either the Lyapunov
approach [Liu, il997] or input-output approach [Liu,
1998]. From input-output point of view, (11) can be
interpreted as· a nonlinear version of small gain theorem
[Desoer and Vidyasagar, 1975]. Further examination on
(12) and (13) indicates that its local (rather than global)
stability is caused by (32 == CH, the strength the cen
trifugal and Coriolis force. It is also easy to see that if
ki -+ 00 the closed loop system becomes globally asYmp
totically stable. However, as largeki will stimulate the
un-modeled high frequency modes of robots, it has to be
avoided in applications.

n

ei == Ldij(q)((jdj + ¢;jej) + qT Hi(q)(qd + <I>e)
j=l

where dij (q) is the i-j-th entry of D(q) and ei, the i-th
component of (5), is given by

Due to its computational and structural simplicity, (10)
has been broadly adopted by robot arms. For set-point
control, it is well known that together with a gravity
force compensation it ensures the global and asymptoti
cal stability of positioning errors [Arimoto and Miyazaki,
1984]. In tracking, the local ultimate boundedness of
tracking error's has been studied in [Kawamura et ai.,
1988] and [Liu, 1997] etc. Using our formulations, the
L oo stability can be stated by the fonowing theorem:

Theorem 1 Consider the ,error dynamics (4) and (5)
controlled by (10)~ If ro == r(O) and ki satisfy

Ifro/l oo < ()2, kmin > n({32 +2Vf31(33) (11)

Given error subsystem (8) and interconnection (9), con
trol task is to design a class of local feedback and global
feedforwardlaws Ti == Ti(ri' qd, qd, qd) so that r is as small
as possible and all internal signals remain bounded.

3.1 PD Linear Control
The most popular decentralized control is the linear PD
control given by

(4)

(3)

(5)

r == e+ <I>e

D(q)r + Hm(q, q)r == e- T

D (q) (qd + <I>e) + Hm (q ,q) (qd +<Pe)

+g(q) + f(lj)·

Thus, fqr a class of qd and <P given, equations (3), (4)
and (5) define the tracking error dynamics of (1) in which
input torque T is to be designed.

The feedback system (3), (4) and (5) has the follow
ing properties: ·i). Mapping (e - T) ~ r defined by (4)
is passive [Liu, 1999]. ii)~ Under an assumption that
all joints of the robots considered are revolute, there ex
ist some positive constants Pmax, CH and cg such that
IID(q)1I ::s Pmax, IIHv(q)11 ~ CH, and IIg(q)1I :::; cg • Fur
ther, it can be shown (see [Liu, 1999]) that the cascade
mapping r t-t (e, e) t-t ~ defined by (3) and (5) satisfies

lJellToo ~ f31 + f32/1rllToo + ,83"rll~00 (6)

,81 cHlI4dll~oo + !vll4dllToo -+ PmaxllqdllToo

+(2CHII4dJlToo + Pmaxll<I>lloo + Iv) II<I> 1100 lIeolloo
+cHII<I>II~lIeoll~ + Cg + Ie

{32 2cHI14dliToo + Pmaxll<I>lIoo + 2cHII<I?lIool/eolloo
+Iv (7)

(33 CH·

where <I> == diag{¢1," . ,<Pn} > 0 is a constant matrix,
(1) can be rewritten as

3 Decentralized Feedback Control
To formulate the decentralized tracking error dynamics,
we split the overall error dynamics (4) and (5) into n
joint-torque-based subsystems. The i-th subsystem is
given by the i-th component of (4):

n

Ldij(q)rj+qTHi(q)r==-Ti+ei, i==I,2""n (8)
j=l

is skew-symmetrical.
Consider the tracking problem we denote the reference

trajectories as qd E C2 and the position tracking error
vector as e == qd - q. Further, by introducing a general
ized tracking error vector r [Slotine and Li, 1987]:

.bounded by II/(q)11 ::; Ivlhill + fe, where fv, Ie > 0 are
constants.

It is well known that in (1), (T - I) -+ q is a passive
mapping ([Arimoto and Miyazaki, 1984] and [Slotine and
Li, 1987]), i.e., matrix

S == D/2 - Hm == -ST (2)
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3.2 Nonlinear Decentralized Control
To improve the stability of PD control, we proposed
the following decentralized PD-plus-nonlinear (PD+NL)
control law in [Liu, 1997]:

(25)r d · { } <.nk·xk·i = zag 'JiI,···, 'Jiki E ~t I I

kmin > 0, Vmin > 0, Pmin > nf3~/2 (26)

As Wi (iii, ifd) can be obtained by kinematics 'and dynam
ics study, they are supposed to be known. We then can
introduce the following decentralized PD-plus-nonliear
plus-adaptive (PD+NL+AD) control:

Ii == (ki + lJi)ri + Pi r7+ Wi (iii, ifd)Oi, i E n (23)

D(q)r + Hm(q, q)r == -I + W(q, ifd)B + ea (21)

where fJ == [fJT,···, B;]T E 3rL~1 k i
, and W(ii, qd)B +

ea =~. W(ii,qd) == diag{w1(iJl,iJd),···,wn(ifn,ifd)} E

3!nxL~=l k i
• IJ;l view of (6), we can deduce that there

exist some constants /3' i' which satisfy 0 < {3' i .::; (3i,
i == 1,2,3, such that

n

L dijr + qT Hi(q)r == -Ii + Wi (iii, iid)Bi + ~ai (20)
j=l

3.3 Nonlinear-plus-Adaptive Control
Having achieved global stability, we present a solution
to further reduce the tracking errors by applying the
decentralized adaptive control.

We denote ii == (q, q), iii == (qi, qi) and iid == (qd' qd, iid).
Applying the linear-in-parameter property of the equa-
tion of motion, ~i can be rewritten as ~i == Wi (iii, ifd)Oi +
~ai, where Wi is a regression row vector and Oi ==
[Oil,"', Biki]T E ~ki the unknown constant parameter
vector. Subsequently, (8) and (4) become, respectively,

Ofa == {(r, 'P) : II r l1
2 + 11<,011

2
.::;

2'l}a/(min{Amin(D), 'Jmin}(a)} (27)

where Oi is an estimate of (h. Let 'Pi == Bi - Oi be the
parameter estimation error vector, the adaptaion law is
given by

where (J"i > 0 is a constant and

the tracking error r and parameter estimation error'P of
the overall system will globally converge to a residual ~et

is a positive definite constant matrix. Let 'P ==
['PI, ... , 'P~]T, the following theorem applies:

Theorem 3 Under the assumptions that Wi(iji, qd), i E
n, .are known, consider system (21) and (22) and its
input torque (23) to (24). If the controller parameters
in (23) satisfy that

(14)

(18)

(19)

which leads to the following global stability theorem:

Theorem 2 Consider tracking error dynamics (3), (4)
and (5), in which the input torque is given by (14). If
ki , Vi and Pi in (14) satisfy the conditions

kmin > 0, Vmi'n > 0, Pmin > n/33/2 (15)

then the tracking error r will globally converge to a resi.d
ual set

0ic == {r: Il r 11
2 :s dic} (16)

with a rate not slower than exp(-'l}ct ) , where II ·11 is the
Euclidean norm,

then the conclusion of Theorem 1 applies except that dic
in (16) becomes

d
_ n2(3r Amax (D)

ic - ).Vmin (2kmin - n(2(32 + (33) Amin (D)

Proof: See [Liu, 1996].
Equations (17) and (19) indicate how the PD control

and cubic control affect the stability; the cubic control
is to achieve the global stability and the PD control,is
to ensure the bounded tracking errors.

die =~ ( (2132 + 133)2 + 13r ) Amax(D)
4kmin 2(2pmin - n(33) Vmin Amin (D)

(17)
Amax(min)(') is the maximum (minimum) eigenvalue of
(), kmin == miniEn{ki }, pmin == miniEn{Pi} and Vmin ==
miniEn {Vi} ~

Compared with the stability condition of PD control,
(15) simply requires ki and Vi to be positive. Further,
(15) is totally independent of /31 and (32 (the sizes D(q),
g(q), /(rj) and qd (see (7))). This implies that the cu
bic feedback gain is solely determined by en (the size of
Hv(q)). As far as (15) holds the global ultimate stability
can be guaranteed no matter how large the sizes D(q),
g(q) and /(q) are (even though smaller kmin may result
in large tracking errors). This highlights the significance
of the cubic feedback; it not only achieves global stabil
ity but also improves the robustness of the closed loop
system.

Further, if the PD gains can be enlarged to satisfy
certain conditions the following corollary holds:

Corollary 1 Under the same conditions of Theorem 1,
if (15) holds but in which kmin is enlarged to satisfy
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at a.rateat least asjastiasexp(-1]at), ·where

kmin > n(2f3~ +(3~) /2

then same convergence feature of tracking error and pa
rameter estimation error given in Theorem 3 apply but
(a and 'TJa in (27) become

g(q)

D(q)

H(q,q)

D(q}qm+H(q,q)qm +g{q) + fm(qm) = J{cTc (32)

where D(q)= Jm +AD(q)A, fI(q,q) = AHm,(q,q)A and
g(q) =Ag{q). It can be easily verified that the passivity
property(2)iappliesto (32).

To simplify the task and not lose generality, we only
run robot's shoulder (as joinl) and elbow (as joint 2) and
frozen all other joints. •Letql=q2 = 0 be the up-right
post of the robot arm, the items in (32) are given by

[

2 -

J
1+~li:(e;17:~1~;~~)S q2)

Al.A2 (83 + 84 cos q2) ]
2-

J2 + .A2 B3

..-.e4Sinq:f[~::: )..lql~ )..2Q2 ]

[)..1(e2CK:;12tzC~~:;~(~lC~~~)+ q2)) ]

respectivelY,where mi, Ii and lei are the· mass, length,
andmasscellter coordinate of link i respectively; 9 is the
acceleratiohofgravityand Oi ..... arellnknown parameters

• - ••......•..••..•. 2.··· • .... >.. 2.··•• ·\ 2··... ..•.. ... -gIven bye1 =m1lc2+m2(11 +le2)+/1+12, O2 =g(m1lel +
- ••••.•.••....•• 2.· ..••• > .> ... - ..... . . .

m211) , 83 = m21e2 +J2 and 04 = m2l11e2' In whIch Ii
is the inertiaJteIlsofof linki.The gearing ratios are,
respectively,Al== 1 : 62.611 and A2=1 : 107.815, which
sigIlificantlyrednces the couplingeffects among different
joints at slow motion.

4.2 Open-strncture)Controller
Since .user's own algorithms could not be run on .PUMA's
original LSI-II/VAL controller,>aPC-based controller
has been developed. The platform is a 100MHz Pen
~~~m running the QNX lllllIti...tasking real time operating
system .•. Bypassingthe.original LSI-II micro-processor
based host controller of PUMA, the PC was interfaced to
six digital joint servos via the original DRV-ll bus. The
DRV-II bus( protocol was 'kept for the communication
between the. PC host and joints. In experiment, mo
tor current .control IDQqewas used therefore the signals
sent from the PC to joint servos were motor torque com
mands.AGDI was. also developed/utilizing QNX Pho
ton Al?plication •• Builder(PhAB) which could be used
for calibration, control algorithms selection, parameter
modification, reading/writingjdint encoders and on-line

A == diag{Ar, A2,·.··, A6} be.thegearing ratio matrix in
which Ai =)qi: qmi < I,Jm = diag{J1,···, J6} be
motor inertiaLmatrix,fm{qm) be the equivalent friction
on motor shaft and Te == [Tel,· .. ,Te6]T be torque com
mand vector from the PC-based controller. We then
have Tm = J<'eTe,whereJ{e= diag{ke1 , ... , ken} is the
current lo()pgainIIlat~ix.Thus,on the motor shaft side,
the equations of motion becomes

(28)

O"min'Ymin} (30)
r _ · ii1{... 2kmin -n(2,,~ +,,~)
~a - m'ln .• •..• Amax(D) ,

4 Experimental Results
In this section. we present experimental results to clarify
the performances of the algorithms.

4.1 Test-bed
The test-bed is a PUMA 560 robot, ·controlled by a
PC-based·· controller developed· ihour ·labbratory. Be
cause robot joints are driven by DC motors via gear
ing transmissions it. is convenient to model the system
on the motor shaft· side. ···Let Tm and qm be the in
put torque vector and angle vector on motor shafts,
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(3' 2
'TJa = EL+ O"max'Hell~. (31)

4Vm in 20"min

Proof: See [Liu, 1996]
Theorem 3 shows that. adaptation parameters have no

affect on the globalstabilit~ofthealgorithm.Rather,
they only affect the size of the residual set of tracking
errors as shown by (30) and (31).

In general, a quantitative comparison of tracking error
size of PD+NL+AD, given by (28) (29) and (30) (31),
and that of PD+NL, given by (17) and (19), nee~s the
specifications on the difference .between {3i and{3f and
the size of ofor a particular robot, which is qU,ite com
plicated. However, the simulations have shown reduced
tracking error. ofPD+NL+AD. In the following. section
we will show that this is> also true for areal robot.

'rJa = (rr(2J3~+,8~))/2+i n~L+d~axUOII~: (29)
8(2pmin -n(33) ..... 4Vm in < >20"min

lnabove,O"miLi(min j=rnax(rrt1n),En {d;}, 'Ymin =
miniEn,jEL hi {-yi).isithe m.;inimum. element of matrix

r i and {3~, (3~ and {3; are given by (22).

Proof: See [Liu, 1999]
In Theorem 3, the PD. gainkmin andvmin. are only

supposed to be positive. If we make k min in (26) even
more positive then the following corollary holds:

Corollary 2 Under the same conditions given in Theo
rem 3, if (26) holds but in which kminsatisfies
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Table 2. Joint 2 (elbow) controller parameters
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Time (sec)
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elbow krn2 + V m 2 ¢m2 pm2 Im2j O"m2

PD 0.65 0.4 - - -
'PD+NL 0.65 0.4 le-6 - -

PD+NL+AD 0.65 0.4 le-6 0.1 1.0

Figure 1: Position tracking errors of joint 1 (shoulder)
under PD and PD+NL control.
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Figure 1 shows the position tracking error of robot's
shoulder under PD and PD+NL control while Figure 2
shows the error of elbow motion. As stated, the PD
control was switched to PD+NL control at t = 20 sec
ond. With a fairly small gains Pmi == Ie - 6 for the
cubic feedback term shown in Tables 1 and 2, a con
siderable reduction on the position tracking error were
obtained by PD+NL scheme for both joints. Further,
Figures 3 and 4 show the profiles of position tracking er
rors for the shoulder and elbow under the control of PD
and PD+NL+AD schemes, respectively. Initially, the
arm was running by PD. At t == 20 second PD+NL+AD
control took it over and position tracking errors reduced
exponentially by about 50% for both joints.

The profiles of the 011kc1 and 821ke2 are shown in Fig
ures 5 and 6, respectively. They all converge to bounded
regions. The bounded tracking errors and parameter es
timat'es indeed resulted in bounded control torques for
both joints, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

5'· Conclusions
After giving a summary of the decentralized nonlinear
and adaptive control schemes proposed in [Liu, 1999J
and [Liu, 1997], this paper presented experimental re
sults obtained by running the schemes on a PUMA 560
robot. system. The re~ults verified the effectiveness of
the schemes by showing their improved tracking perfor
mances superior to the traditional PD control. The sig
nificance of the scheme lies on the fact that they can be
applied to most robots without changing their hardware
configurations.

shoulder kml + Vml <Pml pml l ml j O"rn!

PD 0.85 0.5 - - -
PD+NL 0.85 0.5 le-6 - -

PD+NL+AD 0.85 0.5 le-6 0.1 0.4

where W1 == [qdm1 + <Pm1em1 cos q1 qdm2] and W2 ==
[qdm2 + ¢m2em2 qdm1 cos q2 qdm1] were regression vec
tors for two subsystems, respectively. The estimated
constant parameters were

D(q)(qdm + <I?mem) + fIm(q, q)(qdm + <I?mem)

+g(q) + !(q:m)

we + ta = [~1 ~2] [:~ ]+ ta

display of joint trajectories. The real-time control code
of a variety of algorithms was written using WATCOM
CIC++. For further details, see [Liu et al., 1998].

4.3 Controller Design

Let qdm be the motor position reference trajectory vec
tor and em == qdm - qm be the positioning error ve<;
tor. The control algorithms were represented on mo
tor shaft side, i.e., PD+NL and PD+NL+AD were,
respectively, rei == ((kmi + l/mi) rmi + Pmi r~i) 1kei and
rei == ((kmi + ]/mi)rmi + Pmir~i + WiBi) Ikei in which
rmi == emi + <Pmiemi and rei is the torque command for
joint i. In sequel, we also denote (J"i and lij given in (24)
and (25) as O'mi and imij.

The interconnection acting on the motor shaft side,
denoted as (, was given by

4.4 Performance Evaluation

In the test, the same reference trajectories were used for
all schemes. Describing in the arm link side, they were
qd1 (t) == 0.73 sin 1.25t (rad) and qd2 (t) == -1.17 sin 1.89t .
(rad). We first run the PD control and tuned its gains
kmi and <Pmi (i == 1,2) up until the tracking errors
reached their minimums without exciting robot's high
frequency modes. With the well tuned gains we kept run
ning the PD control for a while and thereafter switched
to PD+NL or PD+NL+AD control for the performance
comparisons. The controller parameters used in three
schemes are shown in Tables 1 and 2. In PD+NL+AD,
the estimation gains imij == 0.1 for j == 1, 2.

Table 1. Joint 1 (shoulder) controller parameters

in which Oi are given in Subsection 4.1. Even though the
friction term !(qm) of PUAM has been investigated in
many occasions (see, e.g., [Liu, 1991]), we treated it as
a uncertainty belonging to (a.
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Figure 2: Position tracking errors of joint 2 (elbow) un
der PD and PD+NL control.

Figure 5: Computer output torque Tel in PD+NL+AD
control.
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Figure 3: Position tracking errors of joint 1 (shoulder)
under PD and PD+NL+AD control. Figure 6: Computer output torque T'e2 in PD+NL+AD

control.
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Figure 8: Profiles of B2 /k c2 in PD+NL+AD control.
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